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in the work, and it promises to be of very great aid to the students when they go out in the field to organize and direct this line of work.

CREDITS.

It has given the institution much pleasure to know that such schools as Peabody College for Teachers, Chicago University, Wisconsin University, Stout Institute, and Bradley Polytechnic Institute recognize credits from the Western Normal in this Department as well as in other departments of the school. We are also glad to recognize the work done in any institution or high school after having done a test term's work.

FEES.

The Department must be more or less self-supporting, and a fee is charged to cover the cost of materials used during each ten weeks, and is as follows for the various terms: Domestic Economy 1, 2, 3 and 8—three dollars; Domestic Economy 4—fifty cents; Domestic Economy 5—one dollar and seventy-five cents; Domestic Economy 6—one dollar; Domestic Economy 7—fifty cents; Domestic Economy 10—seventy-five cents; Domestic Economy 12—fifty cents. No fee is required in Domestic Economy 9 and 11.

MATERIALS.

Two white princess aprons, hand towels and holders are required in the cooking Laboratory. A thimble, scissors, tape measure, emery cushion and pins for the sewing. The students must also furnish their own materials for garment making, elementary dress making and costume designing.

POSITIONS.

The institution cannot grant certificates to teachers, as there is not enough work offered or sufficiently advanced in character to warrant issuance, but we are always glad to assist in finding positions for those who complete the course, and many of the young people who have completed the course offered are teaching the subject to-day.

TIME TO ENTER.

The Mid-Winter Term begins February 1, 1916. The Spring Term opens April 10th, and the Summer School of six weeks on June 19th. The work is so arranged, however, that students can enter at any time and begin a course of study. The present term opened November 16th, and new students will be entering almost daily for the next ten days or two weeks. If one can arrange to enter school before the holidays, she should do so by all means.

For a copy of our complete catalogue and any other information concerning free instruction, etc., write

H. H. CHERRY, President,
State Normal School, Bowling Green, Ky.
Domestic Economy 7.—Costume designing, which is a study of the art principles in relation to dress. Topics considered in lectures: principles of Art expressed in line, mass and color as adapted to dress; functions of clothing; history of costume; design of dress suited to types of figures; appropriateness of dress to occasion; ethics of shopping, etc. Laboratory problems: illustrative material collected and mounted: problems in representation draping: designing and making two dresses; namely, plain woolen dress or silk waist and skirt; an evening dress of silk or sheer material.

Domestic Economy 8.—Experimental cookery. Topics considered in lectures with practical laboratory experiments: Acids, alkalis and salts; milk in relation to health; chemistry to milk; bacteria, yeasts and molds as applied to the home; bread and bread-making; canning and preserving; boiling a chicken; lunches, table service.

No one will be admitted to this class who has not had Domestic Economy 1 and 2 or credit the equivalent thereof.

Domestic Economy 9.—Food study. This consists of a detailed study of the Chemistry of Digestion: a classification of foods and a detailed study of the different foods.

Domestic Economy 10.—Textiles, using Woolman and McGowan’s Textiles as a text. Topics for class-room: Spinning; weaving; classification of fibers: production and manufacture of fibers: consumers’ judgment of textiles: hygiene of clothing: clothing budget. Laboratory problems: Microscopic study of fibers: chemical study of fibers: dyeing and laundering.

Domestic Economy 11.—Household Management. This is divided into three parts: namely, Organization and Management of Domestic Economy Classes: Household Hygiene and Sanitation: and Household Management. For the last using House Sanitation by Marion Talbot and Household Management by Bertha Terrill as texts.

Domestic Economy 12.—House-Decoration, a study of the art principles, proportion, rhythm, symmetry and subordination as expressed by line, mass and color and applied to home decoration. Topics considered: Entrances; architecture; interior of house. Laboratory work of making and binding a book, consisting of the student’s work of tracings, drawings, and mountings in connection with the work.

Domestic Economy 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 each require two hours per day for a term of ten weeks.

Domestic Economy 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12 each require one hour per day for a term of ten weeks.

EQUIPMENT.

The Laboratories are splendidly equipped. The sewing laboratory has six sewing machines, six large sewing tables, dress forms, tracing board and many other valuable articles—enough to accommodate twenty-four girls in a glass. The same number can also be accommodated in the kitchen laboratory. Here students have the advantage of many modern devices, such as a fireless cooker, mayonnaise mixer, and other labor-saving machines and devices. A dining-room is furnished and frequently used for practical work in serving meals. Besides, the school has in connection with the Department, banquet service for two hundred guests, and the classes in Domestic Science prepare and serve the Alumni Banquet each year.

EUTHENICS CLUB.

There is in the department an organization known as the Euthenics Club. Many problems related to and connected with the study of Home Economics arise that cannot be covered in regular class work. To help solve such problems and get a broader understanding of Home Economics in its fuller meaning is the object of this organization. All students in the regular classes and those especially interested in the subject are eligible to membership in the club. It is an entirely voluntary movement by the students, growing out of a genuine interest and enthusiasm.

DRESSES, ETC., MADE BY STUDENTS

Economics arise that cannot be covered in regular class work. To help solve such problems and get a broader understanding of Home Economics in its fuller meaning is the object of this organization. All students in the regular classes and those especially interested in the subject are eligible to membership in the club. It is an entirely voluntary movement by the students, growing out of a genuine interest and enthusiasm.